The finite cube elements method (FCEM) is a numerical tool designed for modelling gravity anomalies and estimating structural index (SI) of solid and fractal bodies with defined boundaries, tilted or in normal position and with variable density contrast. In this work, we apply FCEM to modelling magnetic anomalies and estimating SI of bodies with non-uniform magnetization having variable magnitude and direction.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Forward and inverse modelling are two approaches used in geophysical prospecting. The mutual feedback between these two techniques is a key factor in their development. Work on forward modelling of magnetic anomalies started with simple geometric figures. For example, Bhattacharya (1964) derived expressions of the total magnetic field and its first and second derivatives due to prism-shaped bodies with arbitrary polarization, assuming uniform magnetization throughout the body. Later, Kunaratnam (1981) gave simplified expressions suitable for rapid computation of magnetic anomalies due to vertical rectangular prisms. Singh & Sabina (1978) derived for the first time a general but lengthy closed-form solution for the total anomalous magnetic field due to a vertical right cylinder with arbitrary polarization under the assumption of uniform magnetization.
Being proportional to the inverse distance, gravity and magnetic potentials are linked by Poisson's relation. In this respect, Dobrin (1960) states that for a body with uniform susceptibility and uniform polarization, the magnetic potential, and hence the magnetic field strength associated with a magnetic body, can be calculated in terms of the gravitational potential at any point using Poisson's relation. This relation is valuable for predicting the magnetic effect of buried bodies. Magnetic fields from such bodies, even those with simple geometrical forms, are more difficult to derive directly than the corresponding gravitational fields.
For example, the gravitational potentials due to right rectangular prism (Seidov & Skvirsky 2000) and sphere are given by closedform formulae. Being differentiable, these formulae can be used for deriving the magnetic fields of these two fundamental bodies using Poisson's relation.
The inversion of potential field data to estimate the source parameters of the causative bodies has led to many different techniques discussed in the literature, all of which try to reduce the ambiguity due to non-uniqueness, a challenge that each technique tries to overcome.
Recently, Euler deconvolution (Thompson 1982; Reid et al. 1990 ) has come into wide use as an aid to model gravity/magnetic data, whether along profiles or on grids, and to configure and locate causative sources of the recorded anomalies. Unlike earlier inversion methods, the Euler deconvolution technique requires no former knowledge of the source body except for an index describing its geometrical configuration. This index has a great impact on the inversion of gravity and magnetic data.
The classical grid-based Euler equation states that
where:
(1) (x, y, z ) is the measurement point; (2) (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) is the source location; (3) H, ∂H/∂ x, ∂H/∂ y, ∂H/∂z are the measured field and its measured or computed derivatives; (4) B = background or regional field; (5) N = structural Index SI which characterizes families of source types.
For gridded data, both the solution (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) and B are evaluated in a moving window by solving the normal system of equations associated with eq. (1) assuming a certain value for N. This system is formulated from data in each successive window using the leastsquares method (Barbosa et al. 1999) .
According to Thompson (1982) , SI is a measure of the degree of homogeneity of gravity/magnetic equations and can be interpreted as the exponent in a power law expressing the fall-off of the field H with the distance measured from the source along the x, y and z directions.
To overcome the dependency on SI, Hsu (2002) suggested a combined inversion for SI and the source location from the Euler deconvolution using only the derivatives of the magnetic anomalies. By averaging the clustered solutions satisfying a given criterion for the solution, he can image the depth to the causative magnetic sources. Again, Mushayandebvu et al. (2004) extended Euler deconvolution to differentiate between 2-D and 3-D structures based on checking the eigenvalues in the moving windows.
From the many complementary studies which improve on Euler deconvolution (e.g. Barbosa et al. 1999; Mushayandebvu et al. 2004) , it is clear that the technique suffers from some drawbacks, the main cause of which is assigning an approximate SI value to the buried body.
Since SI is a key factor in Euler deconvolution, it will be considered in detail in the present study. However, SI is only known for rather simple geometric bodies (e.g. for magnetic anomalies, SI of a sphere or compact body at a distance = 3, line source/horizontal cylinder/narrow pipe = 2, thin sheet edge or sill and dyke = 1 and contact of considerable depth extent = 0). The SI of complicated bodies on the other hand cannot be expressed by a single value. We therefore consider the spatial distribution of SI.
Instead of the lengthy and limited analytical solution, and for considering realistic spatial distributions of magnetic properties under different field conditions, we propose a numerical calculation of magnetic anomalies of bodies with defined boundaries. This is done the same way gravitational anomalies are calculated using the finite cube elements method (FCEM) developed by Mostafa (2008) . In addition to solid bodies, FCEM allows calculating magnetic anomalies and estimating SI of fractal objects which are widely used in many domains such as geology, geophysics and communication. For example, the Menger sponge (MS) can be used in rock physics as a model for flow in porous media (Turcotte 1989 (Turcotte , 1992 and in the study of mineral distribution in ore deposits as a model for tonnage-grade distribution (Turcotte 2002) . The equilateral Sierpinsky triangle (ELST) is used in radio communication as multiband fractal antenna (Puente-Baliarda et al. 1998) . Modelling gravity and magnetic anomalies of these two simple self-similar fractal objects can be considered a starting point for developing a new potential field theory of fractal bodies.
Recently, the concept of fractals has been widely applied to study the distribution, redistribution or enrichment/depletion of element concentrations in a region (Xie & Bao 2004) and to model lake sediment geochemical distribution (Panahi et al. 2004) . Again, Agterberg (2007) applied multifractal modelling of geochemical map data to help explain the nature of frequency distribution of element concentration values for small rock samples and their spatial covariance structure. Gettings (2005) applied the multifractal magnetic susceptibility distribution models in the porphyry coppermolybdenum deposit of the Stinkingwater mining district in the Absaroka Mountains, Wyoming.
M O D E L L I N G A N O M A L I E S O F M A G N E T I Z E D B O D I E S
Poisson's relation is fundamental for linking the two potential fields, which makes it possible to extend the concept of FCEM from gravity to magnetics. As in gravity, magnetic anomalies of solid bodies, fractal objects and polyhedrons can be simply calculated under non-uniform magnetization having variable magnitude and direction.
In general, FCEM modelling involves two steps: shaping the body from finite cube elements and calculating the magnetic anomaly and its derivatives as well as estimating SI of the magnetized body using eq. (1), assuming B = 0. Approximating the cube element by a sphere of the same volume, or equivalently by a dipole at the centre of the cube, makes the calculation of magnetic intensities and related derivatives much simpler. The values of magnetic susceptibility assigned to cube element centres are of constant magnitude, derived from some sort of random distribution or evaluated from a given formula in terms of the coordinates of cube centres.
In magnetics, the reference coordinate system is oriented along x (north), y (east) and z (vertically downward) in accordance with the right-hand rule. Models are initially centred at x 0 = y 0 = z 0 = 0. The tilting effect is achieved through a rotation matrix constructed from the three Euler angles and aims to rotate the local coordinates of the model element centres with respect to the general frame of reference.
Therefore, FCEM allows calculating the magnetic anomaly H and its derivatives and estimating SI of the magnetized bodies as a function of observing coordinates (x, y, z), the position of the buried body (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) and the spatial distribution of magnetic properties. Fig. 1(a) shows a solid triaxial ellipsoid, (b) a third-order MS and (c) a second-order ELST. The construction of the triangle at the first three fractal orders is shown in Table 1 , while that of the sponge is given in Mostafa (2008) . The order of fractal object refers to the number of removals of successively smaller parts of the object.
According to the Poisson' relation (Dobrin 1960; Singh & Sabina 1978) , the magnetic potential φ mag in the direction of magnetic polarization (u) due to a buried body of gravitational potential φ grav can be expressed as follows:
Therefore, the total anomalous magnetic field intensity H in the direction of Earth' magnetic field (v) is given as follows:
The gravitational potential of a sphere at a distance r from the measuring point (x, y, z) to its centre (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )is given by where: ρ = density contrast, G = universal gravitational constant, J t = total magnetization or polarization = kT e , k = magnetic susceptibility, T e = Earth' magnetic field intensity,
1/2 and m, V = mass and volume of the body. Let (D u , I u ) and (D v , I v ) be the declination measured from the north (along x-axis) and inclination of the polarization and the Earth's magnetic field vectors, respectively.
The direction cosines of the polarization vectorû = (u 1 u 2 u 3 ):
The direction cosines of the Earth' magnetic field vectorv = (v 1 v 2 v 3 ):
The directional derivatives in the direction of polarization and the Earth's magnetic field vectors, respectively, are:
Applying the appropriate differentiation and substituting in eq. (3), the anomalous magnetic intensity is given in a compact formula in terms of the derivatives of the gravitational potential of the buried body and direction cosines of the polarization and Earth's magnetic field vectors as follows:
SI can be calculated by substituting eq. (5) and its derivatives in eq. (1) assuming B = 0.
H and SI of cube elements approximated by spheres of the same volume are now ready for numerical calculations using FCEM. Thus we can model bodies with non-uniform magnetization of variable magnitude and direction.
As in gravity (Mostafa 2008) , modelling magnetized bodies using small cube elements gives rise to smoothly shaped bodies, while the magnetic property distribution becomes finer. In general, the overall error in FCEM is of two types: (1) error due to approximating a cube element by a sphere of the same volume or equivalently by a central magnetic dipole;
(2) error due to shaping bodies by cube elements.
As a preliminary result, modelling magnetized bodies with closed-form formulae such as sphere (radius = 1500 m), vertical cylinder (radius = 1500 m, height = 3000 m) and cube (edge = 3000 m) gives results close to those given by the analytical solution when using small cube elements of edges up to 100 m. The error is still reasonable (less than 3 per cent) even when using relatively large elements of edge 200 m. Also, with these large elements, the error does not exceed 7 per cent in calculating the first and second magnetic derivatives due to a sphere model. It is worth mentioning that the modelling error in calculating H and the related derivatives is the same and is independent of the direction of magnetic inclination.
One of the advantages of FCEM is the ability to control the tradeoff between computational cost and modelling error. For additional computational cost, we can obtain even smaller errors.
I N T E R P R E TAT I O N O F M O D E L L I N G R E S U LT S
For the following models, the magnetic field H, its derivatives and SI are all calculated on the surface and displayed on maps or profiles. 
Solid Models (Triaxial ellipsoid)
A triaxial ellipsoid (Fig. 1a) with the following semi-axes:
(1) a = 1200 m, parallel to y-axis; (2) b = 1000 m, parallel to x-axis; (3) c = 800 m, parallel to z-axis; is modelled with homogeneous magnetization (k = 0.15 and Te = 0.6Oe). The ellipsoid is approximated by 4032 cube elements, each with edge = 100 m. Fig. 2 shows the magnetic elements and SI on N-S profiles (along x-axis) due to the buried ellipsoid at depth = 2000 m and different angles of magnetic inclination. The profiles are symmetric (Figs 2a and c) in the cases where I v = 90 and 0. Spikes of undefined values (zone of disturbance) appear on SI profiles around locations where H tends to zero. However, SI values outside the zones of disturbance are around 3 (the theoretical value for a magnetic dipole or a sphere). Fig. 3 shows the contour maps of H and SI of the same ellipsoid but for a vertical field (I v = 90) accompanied with an inclined polarization (I u = 60) which distorts the symmetry of contours. SI contours show zones of disturbance around locations where H tends to zero. This is due to the fact that SI(computed from eq. 1) requires division by H.
Fractal objects
As far as this author knows, the measured magnetic intensity H, the related derivatives and SI due to self-similar fractal objects (such as MSs and Sierpensky triangles) are discussed for the first time in the present study. For these objects, the following physical properties, shifts and tilts, are applied:
(1) Earth' magnetic field strength = 0.6Oe; (2) variable susceptibility = (3000 + x + y)/4000; (3) constant susceptibility = 0.1; (4) variable density = (3000 + x + y) kg m -3 ; (5) constant density = 3000 kg m -3 ; (6) Euler angles (15, 60 and 30); (7) shift along x-axis = 200 m; (8) shift along y-axis = 400 m. Fig. 1(b) shows an MS of the third order. The construction of MS and the calculated gravity elements were discussed by Mostafa (2008) . Figs 4(a)-(d) show the magnetic anomaly H and SI on profiles due to the first three orders of MS buried at depth = 3000 m for inclined magnetic field (I v = 30). These figures clearly show the perfect overlap of SI values of MSs of different orders. Moreover, SI depends on neither the tilt of MS nor the distribution of magnetic properties. As expected, within the zones of disturbance, symbols of SI due to different order MSs do not perfectly overlap.
Menger sponges (MS)
In addition to the special cases studied by Mostafa (2008, fig. 6 ), Figs 5(a)-(d) in the present study show the gravity anomaly G and SI due to different order MSs buried at depth = 3000 m. These figures show that neither the tilt nor the density distribution has any effect on the perfect overlap of SI values at different order MSs.
Equilateral Sierpinsky triangles (ELST)
Another example of fractal objects is an ELST (Fig. 1c) . The triangle base of length 3200 m (-1600 m to 1600 m) is divided into 160 divisions at 20 m intervals. The first-, second-and third-order triangles are constructed for gravity and magnetic anomaly calculation (Table 1) and are buried at depth = 3000 m. Fig. 6 shows the anomalies and SI profiles calculated from gravity (a and b) and magnetic (c and d) due to the first three order ELSTs. The SI features discussed so far for MS under both gravity and magnetic fields are also valid for ELST. Therefore, one can conclude that the SI patterns derived from different order MSs/ELSTs are perfectly overlapped. The independence of this feature of the fractal order of these objects holds true whether they are tilted or in normal position, with variable or constant material property distribution, at any condition of the applied field and at any location of burial.
Therefore, in addition to the fractal dimension of MS/ELST, we propose SI as a new fractal-order-invariant measured (UFOIM). This study can be applied to different self-similar fractal objects to prove the universality of this measure. Magnetic/gravity elements and SI due to higher order sponges and triangles can be similarly calculated. Taken together, these general features can be of interest when formulating a potential field theory for fractal bodies.
In general, the distribution of SI on contour maps and profiles becomes flatter with increasing depth of the buried body, finally becoming a plane or straight line of magnitude three for magnetic field, or two for gravity field.
C O N C L U S I O N
FCEM is a novel and efficient numerical tool for forward modelling (shaping and calculating) gravity and magnetic anomalies and estimating SI of solid and fractal bodies with defined boundaries. FCEM can operate on bodies with variable physical property distributions, whether tilted or in normal position. In magnetics, we model bodies under arbitrary polarization and non-uniform magnetization.
The boundaries of the modelled bodies are defined either analytically (e.g. prisms, cylinders, spheroids and hemi-spheroids) or numerically (polyhedrons). The nature of cube elements allows us to model a body more smoothly than other elongated elements. In addition, assigning the variation of magnetic properties to cube centres results in a more even distribution of magnetization. This assignment is equivalent to approximating the cube element by a sphere of the same volume or a point dipole at the centre of the sphere, and involves simple calculation of H and its derivatives without need for complex analytical formulae. On maps and profiles, SI patterns of different models show symmetry as long as the body is homogeneous, not tilted and under vertical or horizontal magnetization. For all models, solid and fractal, the contour line SI = 3 exhibits a striking feature where it occupies a median position. The present study therefore reveals that SI possesses a spatial distribution rather than a single value. In general, the distribution of SI becomes flatter with increasing depth of the buried body, finally becoming a plane or straight line of magnitude 3 for magnetics and 2 for gravity. We therefore believe that this study will have a strong impact on both forward and inverse modelling of potential field data.
In gravity and magnetic anomalies due to MSs and ELSTs (examples of self-similar objects), the SI patterns derived from different order sponges and triangles are perfectly overlapped. This is true for bodies under different field conditions (arbitrary polarization in case of magnetics), variable physical property distributions (density contrast or magnetization) regardless of their orientation and depth of burial. We therefore propose SI as a new universal fractalorder-invariant measure which can be used in addition to the fractal dimensions for formulating potential field theory of fractal objects.
One of the advantages of FCEM is the ability to control the trade-off between computational cost and modelling error. In gravity and magnetic, the discussed models of closed formula gives sufficiently small errors even when using relatively large cube elements of edge 200 m which incurs small computational cost.
For additional computational cost, we can obtain even smaller errors.
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